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LOT #

Lot will be added prior to the auction and is sold to benefit St.
Jude's Children's Hospital.

ST. JUDE CHARITY LOT2

Lot will be added prior to the auction and is sold to benefit the
American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.

ASPCA CHARITY LOT3

Lot will be added prior to the auction and is sold to benefit CASA
for Children.

CASA CHARITY LOT4

Five vintage wall vases including three lustre ware with floral
decoration and two figural birds. All were made in Japan and one is
character signed. They range in size from 5" to 8-1/4" long. Wall
pockets appears to be in very nice overall condition.

VINTAGE JAPANESE WALL POCKETS5

Six pieces of small porcelain collectibles including 5" "Black
Jasperware" vase, "Basalt Black" creamer, and "Blue Jasperware"
creamer by Wedgwood as well as 1930s black logo "Mask" sugar
bowl, 1950s medium "Flower Pot" and a vintage "Und creamer by
Belleek. Appears to be in good overall condition.

ASSORTED WEDGWOOD & BELLEEK PORCELAIN6

Thirteen pieces of souvenir glassware including baskets, toothpick
holders, pin dishes, and more. Pieces are mementos of visits to
Farmers Market - Los Angeles, CA; Barre, VT; Newport Beach, RI;
Linden, MI; Niagara Falls, NY; Montreal; La Grand, OR; and other
locations.

ANTIQUE SOUVENIR GLASSWARE7

Antique office supplies including a brass letter scale with weights, a
1905 Lewis & Clark Centennial Exposition letter opener depicting
Mt. Hood, and wick-trimming scissors.

ANTIQUE POSTAL SCALE & MORE8

Four hand-painted china vases made in Japan. The largest stands
10" tall.

FOUR NIPPON VASES9

Vintage 10-1/2" Fostoria "American" cake stand with rum well and
ruffled edge. Stands 7" tall. Appears to be in very good overall
condition.

FOSTORIA "AMERICAN" SQUARE PEDESTAL CAKE
PLATE

10

Vintage 10" Fostoria "American" round cake stand with rum well
and ruffled edge. Stands 7" tall. Appears to be in very good overall

FOSTORIA "AMERICAN" ROUND PEDESTAL CAKE
PLATE

11

LOT #
condition.

Includes two pairs of candlesticks and a rose bowl style vase with
gold calla lily enameling. None of the pieces bear maker's marks.
The larger candleholder stand 9-1/2" tall. Glassware appears to be
in very nice overall condition.

BLUE OPALENE DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE12

Three quart baking dish is marked "Freezer to Oven to Table" and
is dishwasher and microwave safe. It measures 12" handle to
handle x 8-1/2" to the top of lid. Appears to be in very nice overall
condition.

LENOX "BUTTERFLY MEADOW" COVERED
CASSEROLE

13

Three vintage clear glass serving dishes by Fostoria in the Coin
pattern including a 10" round pedestal cake stand, 9" oval bowl,
and 7" round bowl. Pieces appear to be in good overall condition.

FOSTORIA COIN GLASS SERVING PIECES14

Assorted vintage vanity items including fans, 10-1/2" long lacquer
box (broken), Limoges powder box, Moorcroft pottery heart shaped
trinket box, hand mirror, hand mirror & cologne set, pill boxes, and
more.

VINTAGE VANITY ITEMS15

18th century oval snuff box is etched with biblical scenes on the top
and bottom with Dutch inscriptions. It is also engraved "MFSM
1768." It measures 5-1/4" long x 3-1/4" wide.

ANTIQUE DUTCH BRASS ENGRAVED TOBACCO BOX16

Vintage vanity items including several lidded pill, powder, and
trinket boxes plus a 13-1/2" long mirrored tray.

VINTAGE VANITY ITEMS17

Ten vintage hand-painted lacquer boxes, one pin-back button, and
three books. Containers range in size from 2" round to 5" x 3-1/4"
for the larger rectangular box.. Several are signed and marked
"Made in the USSR."

ASSORTED RUSSIAN COLLECTIBLES18

Includes two pairs of candlesticks, two baskets, and a cachepot
planter. The largest piece stands 10-1/2" tall. Glassware appears to
be in very nice overall condition.

VINTAGE BLACK AMETHYST GLASSWARE19

Console set includes a footed center bowl (6" tall x 10" across)
flanked by a pair of candlesticks (9-1/2" tall). All three pieces are
Delphite blue & clear glass and wide gold rims embossed with a
fruit pattern. Gilt edges show some wear but overall the set

ANTIQUE ELEGANT GLASS CONSOLE SET20
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appears to be in nice condition.

Vintage Singer Sewing Machine Sewhandy No.20-10 circa 1950s.
Machine stands 7" tall x 7" wide x 3-1/2" deep. Appears to be in
very good overall condition.

VINTAGE SINGER SEWHANDY NO. 2021

Antique 23 piece children's tea set is marked, "Made in Japan" and
includes a 4-1/2" tall teapot, sugar and creamer, covered tureen,
cookie plate, six tea cups and saucers, and six small plates.
Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE PORCELAIN CHILDREN'S TEA SET22

Antique Armand Marseille #370 German bisque doll with jointed
leather body measures 16" long and comes with both eyes, a flour
sack dress. The head is empty of all parts and hair.

ANTIQUE ARMAND MARSEILLE GERMAN BISQUE
DOLL

23

Includes 10 pieces of small cast iron miniatures, cookware, pullies,
a boot scraper also a brass and copper sauce pot measuring 5"
long marked "Made in Sweden." Other notable markings include:
Spider and Baby. Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ASSORTED CAST IRON24

Includes 5 small jewelry or trinket boxes -- a 7"x5" hand carved box
with inlay, two hand painted winter theme boxes from USSR, brass
cricket box and an enameled sphere. Appears to be in very good
overall condition.

ASSORTED VINTAGE TRINKET BOXES25

Four mirrored display bases with beveled edges including three
with silverplate frames. They range in size from 10" round to 13"
oval. Some mirrors have scratches & mirror fading.

ANTIQUE PLATEAU MIRRORS26

Includes three picture frames containing mirrors (two frames are
cast iron) and a pair of brass wall sconce candle holders. The
largest frame measures 12-1/2" tall x 9-1/2" wide. The smallest
frame has a break on one side.

VICTORIAN DECORATIVE METALWARE27

Nearly 30 assorted knick-knacks including dogs, horses, elephants,
birds, dancing ladies, and more. Items are made of bronze, glass,
cast iron, and porcelain. The reindeer stands 6" tall.

ASSORTED VINTAGE MINIATURES28

Includes a Spanish-American War eagle covered dish with three
eggs embossed "Porto Rica," "Cuba," and "Philippines;" a bunny
rabbit lid; toothpick holders; 9 salt & pepper shakers; rose bowl;
mug; sugar bowl; and a small square dish hand-painted with a
pastoral scene.

ASSORTED VICTORIAN EAPG MILK GLASS29

Four enameled EAPG milk glass decanters, a single candlestick,
and four small plates (not pictured). The largest bottle stands 11"
tall to the top of the stopper. Though none are marked, they are
attributed to Dithridge, Gillinder, and other makers. Glassware

VICTORIAN OPAL DECORATED EAPG30

LOT #
appears to be in good overall condition but much of the enameling
has worn off with age and use.

Five enameled EAPG milk glass covered vanity boxes plus one
missing its lid. They range in size from 3" to 10-1/2" across.
Though none are marked, they are attributed to Dithridge. Boxes
appear to be in good overall condition but much of the enameling
has worn off with age and use.

VICTORIAN OPAL DECORATED VANITY BOXES31

Eleven enameled EAPG milk glass trays in assorted shapes and
sizes. The dishes measure from 5" to 11" across. Though none are
marked, they are attributed to Dithridge, Gillinder, and other
makers. Trays appear to be in good overall condition but much of
the enameling has worn off with age and use.

VICTORIAN OPAL DECORATED VANITY TRAYS32

Circa early 1900s desk set features double inkwells with glass
inserts and original lids as well as a pen tray. It measures
approximately 4" tall x 15" long x 7-1/2" deep. Appears to be in very
nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE BRASS DESK SET33

Early 1900s hand painted cast meal ink well in the form of a
nomadic camel. Figure measures 6" tall x 9" long x 4" deep. The
hinge on the inkwell is stiff, but otherwise this appears to be in
good overall condition considering age and use.

ANTIQUE CAMEL INKWELL34

Cast iron polychrome Egyptian themed letter sorter or napkin
holder was manufactured by the Judd Mfg. Co. It is marked no.
6710 on the bottom. It was originally available for purchase by
members of the Shriners fraternal organization and features the
crescent star symbol on the saddle. Holder measures 5" tall x 8"
wide x 4" deep.

CIRCA 1920s CAMEL LETTER HOLDER35

Cast iron polychrome Egyptian themed rack was manufactured by
the Judd Mfg. Co. It is marked no. 1599 on the back. It was
originally available for purchase by members of the Shriners
fraternal organization and features the crescent star symbol on the
saddle. Rack measures 6" tall x 13" wide.

CIRCA 1920s CAMEL WALL HOOKS36

Assorted hand-painted Arabian themed ceramics including
ashtrays, salt & pepper shakers, condiment set, and more. The tray
measures 8-1/2" across. Most are marked Made in Japan.

VINTAGE CAMEL CERAMICS37

Elaborate and heavy cast iron frame features scenes of couples
dancing and a putto playing the harp. I currently holds a mirror and
measures 14" tall x 10" wide.

ANTIQUE ORNATE CAST IRON FRAME38

Includes four EAPG powder jars (only one with a lid) and a large
etched cranberry glass vase. Vase stands approximately 10" tall.

ASSORTED VINTAGE GLASSWARE39
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Includes two cranberry glass and a pair milk glass miniature oil
lamps. The largest stands 11-1/2" to the top of the chimney.

ANTIQUE MINIATURE OIL LAMPS40

Five piece of Victorian art glass made by Mount Washington
including muffineer, two salt shakers, and a pink powder jar with an
ornate sterling top (monogrammed). Items range from 2" to 5" tall.

ANTIQUE MOUNT WASHINGTON ART GLASS41

Seven pieces of cranberry glassware including vases, tumbler,
toothpick holder, and salt shaker. Several pieces feature enameled
decoration while others are EAPG and flashed. Items range from
2-1/4" to 4-1/2" tall.

ANTIQUE & VINTAGE CRANBERRY ART GLASS42

Includes figurines, vases, ashtrays, bookends, covered jar, and a
1930s romance novel titled "Playgirls in Love" by May Christie.
Figures average 7" tall.

VINTAGE DANCING LADY CERAMICS & MORE43

Nine vintage lady's head wall vases. Some are marked "Made in
Japan." Head vases range in size from 3" to 6-1/2" long.

VINTAGE JAPANESE WALL POCKETS44

Includes powder jars, hair receiver, shoe horns, and more.
ANTIQUE VANITY ITEMS45

Approximately 30 die-cut bridge tally cards as well as a few gift
tags and other antique ephemera.

ANTIQUE BRIDGE TALLY CARDS & OTHER EPHEMERA46

Includes bathing beauty ashtrays & cigarette holders, bookends,
vase, a female nude flower frog, and a dancing lady figurine. Most
are marked "Made in Japan." The largest piece stands 8" tall.

VINTAGE FIGURAL CERAMICS47

Nine EAPG vanity jars in assorted shapes and sizes ranging from
1-1/2" to 5" across. Three of the lids are marked "sterling." All
appear to be in nice overall condition.

VICTORIAN DRESSER JARS48

Assorted vintage perfume bottles, both full size and testers, in a
variety of fragrances including Chanel No. 5, Shalimar, Fame de
Corday, Samsara, Hypnotique, Persian Wood, and others. Lot also
includes barrettes, trinket box, and more.

ASSORTED VINTAGE PERFUME & VANITY ITEMS49

Includes five hand mirrors, a clothing brush, and two trinket boxes.
The mirrors range from 5" to 10" in length.

ANTIQUE VANITY ITEMS50

Assorted vintage perfume bottles, both full size and testers, in a
variety of fragrances including Yardley English Lavender, Shalimar,
Beautiful, Ysatis, Giorgio, White Shoulders, and others.

ASSORTED VINTAGE PERFUME51

Set consists of a teapot, creamer, sugar, and five dessert plates --
all hand-painted with a floral pattern. Made in Czechoslovakia.

ANTIQUE HAND-PAINTED CHINA DESSERT SET52

LOT #

Includes an 8" tall porcelain figurine entitled, "Autumn Breezes," a
10-1/2" "Jony Weller" decor plate and a set of six bread plates in
the Millefleur pattern. Appears to be in good overall condition.

ASSORTED ROYAL DOULTON PORCELAIN53

Includes three small rose bowls, two toothpick holders, and a
Westmoreland milk glass mustard jar (retains a portion of the
original paper label on the bottom). The largest pieces stand 3-1/2"
tall.

ASSORTED VICTORIAN GLASSWARE54

Includes a vase, pair of candlesticks, cruet, creamer, open sugar
bowl, relish dish, small three-toed bowl, and a console bowl. None
of the pieces are marked. The vase stands 9" tall and the bowl is 8"
across.

ASSORTED CRYSTAL GLASSWARE55

Includes a miniature oil lamp; Victorian art glass cabinet vase and
creamer; cut glass tumblers, relish dish, and salt cellar; and more.

ANTIQUE & VINTAGE GLASSWARE56

Includes a castor set with five bottles in the silverplate holder, a
figural vase holder with a cherub (no insert), and more. The largest
piece stands 17" tall.

VICTORIAN SILVERPLATE HOLLOWWARE57

Includes a basket by Meriden, figural napkin ring, covered butter
server by James W. Tufts, a covered sugar bowl with ten spoons,
and a second sugar bowl or spooner (frame only). The butter dish
stands 12" to the top of the handle.

VICTORIAN SILVERPLATE HOLLOWWARE58

Includes a triple candle holder, 1928 miniature trophy, napkin ring,
toothpick holder, nut dish, and covered vegetable serving bowl. The
candelabra stands 18-1/2" tall x 19" wide.

VICTORIAN SILVERPLATE HOLLOWWARE59

Includes an antique 4-1/2" tall Torquay daffodil vase, antique beer
stein marked on the bottom, copper luster pitcher with embossed
Victorian scene, and a 9" tall two handled vase with rabbits.
Appears to be in good overall condition.

ASSORTED LUSTER STYLE POTTERY60

Eight pieces of cut crystal glassware including a compote, three
serving bowls, rose bowl, nappy, and two smaller dishes. The
compote stands 9-1/2" tall and the ruby flashed bowl measures
8-1/2" across.

ASSORTED CUT GLASSWARE61

Six pieces of antique flow blue china including a small Meakin
"Cleopatra" pitcher, Royal Doulton biscuit jar, Wood & Sons "Trent"
pitcher, a Wheeling Pottery "La Belle" oblong dish, Royal Doulton
"Empire" console bowl with gold rim, and a Royal Doulton bowl.
The larger pitcher stands 8" tall. China shows signs of age and use.
The console bowl is cracked and there is a significant chip on the
base of the "Cleopatra" pitcher.

ANTIQUE FLOW BLUE CHINA62
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Includes a pedestal cake plate, decanter, castor set, covered
dishes, and a round covered butter dish. The largest piece stands
11" tall.

ASSORTED PRESSED GLASSWARE63

Includes an unmarked blue batter bowl and five yellow Bauer
mixing bowls. The handled bowl measures 11" across and the
nesting bowls range in size from 8" to 10-1/2" across. Pieces show
signs of age and use; some chips and cracks may be found.

ASSORTED RING WARE MIXING BOWLS64

Includes a blue LeCreuset 12" bowl and three additional mixing
bowls by Hall's, Kitchen Kraft, and Universal.

ASSORTED VINTAGE MIXING BOWLS65

Five 48-star US flags including a 2'x3' Capitol flag, a 3' x 5'
Stan-Test Bunting flag, and three handheld flags.

VINTAGE 48-STAR AMERICAN FLAGS66

Includes an Uncle Sam humpty-dumpty type doll and two Sunshine
biscuit tins decorated with patriotic & American history scenes. The
doll measures 22" long.

ASSORTED VINTAGE AMERICANA67

Includes a Cabbage Patch style "Kammie Doll" by Lorryn, a black
Raggedy Ann, another black rag doll, and a Native American doll.
Dolls range in size from 13" to 22" long.

FIVE VINTAGE ETHNIC CLOTH DOLLS68

21 pieces of green Depression glass including four Fostoria
"Priscilla" handled footed custard cups, four Cambridge "Aero
Optic" salad plates, Fostoria "Fairfax" bon bon dish etched with the
Kiwanis logo, set of four champagne glasses, pair of wine glasses
with clear etched bowls, Fostoria "Swirl Optic" whipped cream
bucket, and a set of four snack plates with rings.

ASSORTED GREEN DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE69

Includes a Westmoreland bowl resting on a pedestal base, a set of
six wine glasses etched with a wheat pattern, two compotes, a
small bowl, and a handled cookie plate. The center bowl measures
11-1/2" across and retains the original Westmoreland sticker.

VINTAGE BLACK GLASSWARE70

Antique and vintage hardware including brass lions head drawer
pulls as well as knobs in crystal, glass, milk glass, brass and wood.
Pieces show wear consistent with age and use.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE DRAWER PULLS71

Annin & Co. cotton United States flag measures 5' x 8-1/2'.
VINTAGE 48-STAR AMERICAN FLAG72

Includes antique Macy oak card catalog two drawer file cabinet
measures 5" x 13" x 15" and an oak recipe card catalog box
measuring 16" long. Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE MACY DUAL CARD CATALOG & RECIPE BOX73

Antique walnut wall shelf measures 25" tall x 24" wide x 6" deep.
Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY WALL SHELF74

LOT #

Mid-1950s leather style luggage radio, RCA Victor Strato-World
model 3-BX-671. Radio measures 10-1/2" tall x 17-1/2" wide x 8"
deep. The handle is broken and the case is scuffed. Radio is
unrestored, untested, and as-found electronically.

RCA VICTOR STRATO-WORLD LUGGAGE RADIO75

Vintage 1960s Silvertone Wayfarer portable radio. Radio measures
9" tall x 15" wide x 5" deep. Radio is unrestored, untested, and
as-found electronically.

SILVERTONE WAYFARER RADIO 822776

Antique Farnsworth tabletop radio circa 1947, model GT-051 in
ivory plastic case. Radio measures 6" tall x 11" wide x 6" deep.
Case is scuffed. Radio is unrestored, untested, and as-found
electronically.

FARNSWORTH RADIO GT-05177

Antique Western Royal tabletop radio, model 642, in ivory finish,
circa 1940s. Radio measures 7-1/2" tall x 12" wide x 6-1/2" deep.
Radio is unrestored, untested, and as-found electronically.

WESTERN ROYAL RADIO 64278

Includes what appears to be new-old-stock Pioneer radios, and two
additional Pioneer radios that show wear. Also includes one extra
rocket radio without packaging. Radios are unrestored, untested,
and as-found electronically.

ROCKET RADIO "PIONEER" CRYSTAL RADIOS79

Includes a "Moon Radio" with parts of the original box (7" x 8" x
3-1/2"), Rocket radio in original box, Germanium radio ER-86 in
original box, Lloyd's crystal radio in half of the box, another small
moon style radio, and an Ivalek De Luxe crystal radio with the
original box. Radios are unrestored, untested, and as-found
electronically.

ASSORTED VINTAGE CRYSTAL RADIOS80

Includes a 1947 Arvin 444AM in ivory case (5" x 6-1/2" x 4-1/2", an
early 1940s Airline 14BR-521A (5" x 8" x 4-1/2", and a Silvertone
radio in brown case (5" x 8" x 4"). Radios are unrestored, untested,
and as-found electronically.

THREE ANTIQUE TABLETOP RADIOS81

Early 1940s Philco superheterodyne radio in walnut case, model
42-KR-3. Radio measures 7" tall x 11" wide x 6" deep. Case is
scuffed and the cord is original. Radio is unrestored, untested, and
as-found electronically.

PHILCO RADIO MODEL 42KR382

Early 1950s Stromberg Carlson alarm clock radio model C1 with
bright red dials and black case. Radio measures 6-1/2" tall x
10-1/2" wide x 5-1/2" deep. Case is scuffed and the cord is original.
Radio is unrestored, untested, and as-found electronically.

STROMBERG CARLSON ALARM CLOCK RADIO MODEL
C1

83
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1930s Shure "Ultra" crystal microphone, model 700A with case iron
stand and cord. Microphone stands 10" in height. Unrestored,
untested, and as-found electronically.

SHURE "ULTRA" WIDE RANG CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
700A

84

Late 1940s Emerson superheterodyne radio model 588A in walnut.
Radio measures 6-1/2" tall x 11" wide x 5-1/2" deep. Case is
scuffed. Radio is unrestored, untested, and as-found electronically.

1949 EMERSON RADIO 588A85

Early 1950s vintage General Electric superheterodyne radio alarm
clock, model 506, in ivory Bakelite case. Radio measures 6" tall x
11-1/2" wide x 6" deep. Case is scuffed and cord is cut. Radio is
unrestored, untested, and as-found electronically.

GENERAL ELECTRIC RADIO ALARM CLOCK 50686

Early 1930s GE Junior S-22 tombstone radio in walnut case. Radio
measures 19" tall x 14" wide x 10" deep. Radio is unrestored,
untested, and as-found electronically.

ANTIQUE GE JUNIOR S-22 TOMBSTONE RADIO87

Antique Stewart-Warner tabletop radio in walnut. Radio measures
8" tall x 12" wide x 6-1/2" deep. Case shows wear and may be
missing a knob. Radio is unrestored, untested, and as-found
electronically.

STEWART WARNER TABLETOP RADIO88

Antique Firestone Air Chief radio No. 4-A-10, circa 1947. Radio
measures 7" tall x 11" wide x 7-1/2" deep. Case is scuffed. Radio is
unrestored, untested, and as-found electronically.

FIRESTONE AIR CHIEF RADIO No. 4-A-1089

Vintage CBS Columbia radio model 516 with ivory Bakelite case,
circa 1952/53. Radio measures 6" tall x 9-1/2" wide x 5-1/2" deep.
Case is scuffed and the cord is original. Radio is unrestored,
untested, and as-found electronically.

CBS-COLUMBIA RADIO MODEL 516 (IVORY)90

Brands include Sentinel, Philco, Olympic, Aiwa, and General
Electric.

FIVE VINTAGE TRANSISTOR RADIOS91

Antique superheterodyne radio by RCA Victor model 8X53, circa
1948. Radio measures 7-1/2" tall x 12" wide x 7" deep. Case is
scuffed and the cord is original. Radio is unrestored, untested, and
as-found electronically.

RCA VICTOR RADIO MODEL 8X5392

Includes two Heathkit preamplifiers: 1954 model WA-P2 in a
bronze color metal case measuring 3-1/2" tall x 12-1/2" wide x 5"
deep. Late 1950s model EA-3 mixer in a black metal case
measuring 4" tall x 12-1/2" wide x 8" deep. Both have separated
cases. The black model has broken feet. Radio is unrestored,
untested, and as-found electronically.

TWO VINTAGE HEATHKIT PREAMPLIFIERS93

LOT #

Antique 1949 Wards Airline radio model 94BR-1526 A in an ivory
Bakelite case. Radio measures 7" tall x 10-1/2" wide x 6-1/2" deep.
Dial face need adjustment and the case is scuffed. Radio is
unrestored, untested, and as-found electronically.

WARDS AIRLINE RADIO MODEL 94BR-1526 A (IVORY)94

Magnavox model 160 speaker is in an oak arched cathedral style
case measuring 11" tall x 12-1/2" wide x 7" deep.

ANTIQUE MAGNAVOX SPEAKER95

Gold ring is unmarked and features a very dark tigers eye center
stone, size 9-1/2. Total weight 12 grams. Appears to be in good
overall condition.

ANTIQUE GOLD SIGNET RING96

Gold ring is marked illegibly and features dragons holding what
appears to be a red agate, size 8-1/4. Total weight 6 grams.
Appears to be in good overall condition.

GOLD DRAGON RING97

Gold ring is marked 10k and measures 8-1/4. Total weight 4 grams.
Appears to be in good overall condition.

10K GOLD NATURAL AGATE RING98

Handmade ring is unmarked and features a bull head with a star
between the horns, size 6-3/4. Total weight 8 grams. Appears to be
in good overall condition.

HANDMADE RING WITH BULL HEAD99

Beautiful center bowl from Tiffany & Co. features a large pearl cut
design and comes with the original box. Bowl is signed and
measures 14" across. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

VINTAGE TIFFANY CRYSTAL CONSOLE BOWL100

Vintage monogrammed sterling silver platter from Towle measures
13" in diameter and weighs 624 grams. Appears to be in good
overall condition.

VINTAGE TOWLE STERLING SILVER PLATTER101

Includes a 10" diameter bowl, clamshell bowl, monogrammed baby
cup, napkin rings and a decorative nut dish. All pieces marked
sterling. Total weight: 622 grams. Appears to be in good overall
condition.

ASSORTED STERLING SILVER102

Includes a 6" diameter pedestal dish, a candle stick and a small
trophy from 1920. All pieces marked sterling. Appears to be in good
overall condition.

ASSORTED WEIGHTED STERLING103

Includes a weighted sterling pedestal dish and three antique
serving utensils with sterling silver handles. Appears to be in good
overall condition.

ASSORTED STERLING SILVER UTENSILS & MORE104

Includes 10 antique Art Nouveau sterling silver vanity items with
similar patterns: two mirrors, three monogrammed brushes, one
mirror missing the glass and several brushes. The largest mirror

ANTIQUE STERLING SILVER VANITY ITEMS105
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measures 9-1/2" long. Appears to be in good overall condition.

Includes a pair of Lemaire opera glasses with a removable
telescoping holder and a knob from the handle of a parasol or
cane.

ANTIQUE MOTHER OF PEARL ACCESSORIES106

Includes a 4" tall moose and monkey piece that appears to be
Bakelite or French ivory, two small netsuke, an elephant bridge and
a sculpture of a man and a woman. Most items are marked with
character markings. Appears to be in good overall condition.

ASSORTED CARVED BONE SCULPTURES107

Giant original oil painting on board appears to depict Heceta Head
lighthouse, near Florence on the Oregon coast, as seen from the
Sea Lion Caves. It is signed and dated lower left by listed Oregon
artist Arthur Alexander Selander (American, 1885 - 1978). Artwork
measures 42" x 72" and is mounted in a frame measuring 56" tall x
80" wide. Believed to be a privately commissioned piece due to its
unusually large size.

1964 ARTHUR SELANDER SEASCAPE OIL PAINTING108

Original oil painting depicts a mountain landscape scene with cabin
and elk, possibly located in Oregon. He is known to have been
painting in Oregon between 1911-1913. It is signed lower left by
listed artist Charles Christian Eisele (American, 1854-1919).
Canvas measures 24" x 40" and is matted and mounted in a frame
measuring 28" x 44" wide.

CHARLES CHRISTIAN EISELE OREGON OIL PAINTING109

Oil painting on canvas depicts San Giorgio Maggiore, a 16th
century Benedictine church on the island of the same name in
Venice, Italy. It is signed and dated lower left "Ligarello 72."
Painting measures 11" x 23" visible and is mounted in a frame
measuring 13-1/2" tall x 25" wide. Provenance: family of Erich
Wolfgang Korngold.

CHURCH OF SAN GIORGIO MAGGIORE OIL ON
CANVAS

110

Circa 1940s original oil painting on board depicts Jackson Glacier
from Logan Pass in Glacier National Park, Montana. It is signed
lower right by listed artist Clyde Leon Keller (American, 1872-1962)
and titled verso. Painting measures 20" x 26" and is mounted in a
period frame measuring 22-1/2" tall x 28" wide.

CLYDE LEON KELLER "JACKSON GLACIER" OIL
PAINTING

111

Original oil painting on board depicts a19-1/2 woodland landscape
in early fall. It is signed lower left by listed Oregon artist Cyrus
James Fulton (American, 1873-1949). Painting measures 17" x
21-1/2" and is mounted in a frame measuring 19-1/2" tall x 24"
wide.

CJ FULTON AUTUMN LANDSCAPE OIL PAINTING112

LOT #

Original oil painting on board depicts a cabin on a creek. It is
signed verso by listed Oregon artist Bird LeFever (American,
1885-1977). Painting measures 12" x 16" and is mounted in a
frame measuring 16" tall x 20" wide.

BIRD LeFEVER LANDSCAPE OIL PAINTING113

Original oil painting on board depicts a lake seen through the trees
at sunset. It is signed lower left by listed Oregon artist Harry
Leonard Lopp (American, 1888-1974). Painting measures 8" x 16"
and is mounted in a frame measuring 9-1/2" tall x 17-1/2" wide.

HARRY LEONARD LOPP LANDSCAPE OIL PAINTING114

Antique river view oil painting on canvas is signed lower right by
artist Mollie F. Barlow. Artwork measures 16" x 20" and is mounted
in a frame measuring 20" tall x 24" wide.

MOLLIE F. BARLOW SCENIC OIL PAINTING115

Original watercolor mountain landscape depicts East Lake outside
of Bend, OR. It is signed lower right by listed Oregon artist Jack
Edgar (American, 20th century) and titled verso. Painting measures
13-1/2" x 20-1/2" visible and is mounted under glass in a frame
measuring 17-1/2" tall x 24-1/2" wide.

1958 JACK B. EDGAR "EAST LAKE" WATERCOLOR116

Original watercolor painting depicts two seagulls at the water's
edge. It is signed and dated lower right by listed Oregon artist Ruth
Dennis Grover (American, 1912-2003). Painting measures 12-1/2"
x 15-1/2" visible and is matted and mounted under glass in a frame
measuring 23" tall x 25" wide.

1962 RUTH GROVER SEAGULL WATERCOLOR117

Original watercolor painting depicts a dockside harbor scene. It is
signed and dated lower right by listed artist Tom Mathews
(Canada, 1920-2000). Painting measures 11-1/2" x 17" visible and
is matted and mounted under glass in a frame meauring 18-1/2" tall
x 23" wide.

1961 TOM MATHEWS DOCK WATERCOLOR118

Hockaday Museum of Art flyer is framed under glass in a golden
picture frame measuring 22" x 16". Appears to be in very good
overall condition.

FRAMED LEONARD LOPP MUSEUM EXHIBITION
POSTER

119

Original watercolor painting board depicts a snow-covered
landscape. It is signed lower right by listed Oregon artist Mary S.
Hedrick (American, 1869-1956). Painting measures 11-1/2" x
15-1/2" visible and is mounted under glass in a frame measuring
14-1/2" tall x 18-1/2" wide.

MARY S. HEDRICK SNOW SCENE WATERCOLOR120

Original oil painting on board depicts ocean waves crashing. It is
signed lower right by listed Oregon artist Effie Morgan (1879-1969).
Painting measures 12" x 26" and is mounted in a frame measuring
13-1/2" tall x 27-1/2" wide.

EFFIE MORGAN SEASCAPE OIL PAINTING121
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Original oil painting on board depicts a landscape park scene. It is
signed and dated lower left by listed Oregon artist Chester Glenn
Murphy (American, 1907-1997). Painting measures 22" x 28"
visible and is mounted in a frame measuring 31" tall x 37" wide.

CHESTER GLENN MURPHY LANDSCAPE OIL PAINTING122

Original oil painting on board depicts Cedar Creek near Sandy,
Oregon. It is signed lower left by listed artist Clyde Leon Keller
(American, 1872-1962). Dated and titled verso. Painting measures
20" x 26" and is mounted in a period frame measuring 22-1/2" tall x
28" wide.

1957 CLYDE LEON KELLER "CEDAR CREEK" OIL
PAINTING

123

Original oil painting on canvas panel depicts a clown holding a
flower. It is signed lower right by listed Oregon artist Albert Patecky
(American, 1906-1994). Painting measures 20" x 16" and is
mounted in a frame measuring 22" tall x 18" wide.

ALBERT PATECKY CLOWN PORTRAIT OIL PAINTING124

Original watercolor depicts Portland's Park Blocks and the First
Congregational Church. It is lower right by Oregon listed artist John
Waddingham (American, 1915-2002). Painting measures 21-1/2" x
16" visible and is matted and mounted under glass in a frame
measuring 29" tall x 23" wide.

WADDINGHAM "FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH"
PAINTING

125

Limited edition print by Oregon listed artist John Waddingham
(American, 1915-2002) depicts Portland's Union Train Station. It is
titled lower left and hand-signed and numbered 27/100 lower right.
Artwork measures 15-1/2" x 10-1/2" visible and is matted and
mounted under glass in a frame measuring 21" tall x 16" wide.

JOHN WADDINGHAM "UNION DEPOT - PORTLAND"
PRINT

126

Limited edition print by Oregon listed artist John Waddingham
(American, 1915-2002) depicts Portland's Steel Bridge and
tugboats on the Willamette River. It is hand-signed and numbered
30/100 lower right. Artwork measures 15-1/2" x 10-1/2" visible and
is matted and mounted under glass in a frame measuring 21" tall x
16" wide.

JOHN WADDINGHAM "STEEL BRIDGE" PRINT127

Limited edition print by Oregon listed artist John Waddingham
(American, 1915-2002) depicts a Victorian home. It is numbered
56/100 lower left and hand-signed lower right. Artwork measures
15" x 11" visible and is matted and mounted under glass in a frame
measuring 22-1/2" tall x 18" wide.

JOHN WADDINGHAM VICTORIAN HOUSE PRINT128

Print by Oregon listed artist John Waddingham (American,
1915-2002) depicts a Victorian house located at SW Broadway &
Clay. Artwork measures 15-1/2" x 11-1/2" visible and is matted and
mounted under glass in a frame measuring 21" tall x 17" wide.

JOHN WADDINGHAM "TWO OF A KIND" PRINT129

LOT #

Print by Oregon listed artist John Waddingham (American,
1915-2002) depicts a newsie selling Oregonian newspapers in front
of Portland's New Market Theater. Artwork measures 15-1/2" x
11-1/2" visible and is matted and mounted under glass in a frame
measuring 21" tall x 17" wide.

JOHN WADDINGHAM "NEW MARKET THEATER" PRINT130

Print by Oregon listed artist John Waddingham (American,
1915-2002) depicts an historic building located at 1215 SW Second
Avenue. Artwork measures 15-1/2" x 11-1/2" visible and is matted
and mounted under glass in a frame measuring 21" tall x 17" wide.

JOHN WADDINGHAM HISTORIC BUILDING PRINT131

Print by Oregon listed artist John Waddingham (American,
1915-2002) depicts Portland's Plaza Blocks and the second oldest
sculpture in the metro area -- a huge elk fountain given to the city
by David P. Thompson. Artwork measures 15-1/2" x 11-1/2" visible
and is matted and mounted under glass in a frame measuring 21"
tall x 17" wide.

JOHN WADDINGHAM "LOWNSDALE SQUARE" PRINT132

Limited edition print by Oregon listed artist John Waddingham
(American, 1915-2002) depicts Portland's Park Blocks and the First
Congregational Church. It is hand-signed lower left, numbered
32/100 and titled lower right. Artwork measures 15-1/2" x 10-1/2"
visible and is matted and mounted under glass in a frame
measuring 21" tall x 16" wide.

JOHN WADDINGHAM "FIRST CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH"

133

Print depicting a fishing boat in the harbor originally painted by
listed Oregon artist Charles Mulvey (American, 1918-2002). It is
matted and mounted under glass in a frame measuring 10" tall x
12" wide.

CHARLES MULVEY "FLYING FISH" PRINT134

Oil painting on canvas depicts a mill beside a stream. It does not
appear to be signed.

HOMESTEAD OIL PAINTING135

Unusual antique painting features a foreground reverse-painted on
the picture frame glass; the background and mountain painted on
board. It is unsigned but attributed to listed artist John Englehart
(California, 1867-1915). Frame measures 19-1/2" x 24" and the
total visual artwork measures 12-1/2" x 17". Appears to be in good
overall condition.

ENGELEHART FRAMED MT HOOD PAINTED GLASS136

Original watercolor painting depicts a verdant landscape with a
home near water. It is signed lower right by listed Oregon artist
Melville T. Wire (American, 1877-1966). Painting measures 16-1/2"
x 21-1/2" and is mounted under glass in a frame measuring 29-1/2"
tall x 35-1/2" wide.

MELVILLE T. WIRE LANDSCAPE WATERCOLOR137
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Original watercolor painting depicts a mountain landscape scene. It
is signed lower left by listed artist David Charles Jenkins (British,
1867–1916). Painting measures 6-1/2" x 14" visible and is matted
and mounted under glass in a frame measuring 13" tall x 20-1/2"
wide.

DAVID C JENKINS MOUNTAIN SCENE WATERCOLOR138

Original watercolor painting depicts a Romani woman playing a
guitar. It is signed and dated center right by William R Davenport,
1911, an early 20th century artist known to have been painting in
California. Artwork measures 19-1/2" x 29" visible and is matted
and mounted under glass in a frame measuring 33" tall x 23" wide.

WILLIAM R DAVENPORT GYPSY WATERCOLOR139

Antique oil painted depicts the Fire Hole River in Yellowstone
National Park. It is signed lower right by the listed artist Harry
Leonard Lopp (Oregon, 1888-1974). Artwork measures 18-1/2" tall
x 34-1/2" wide and is mounted in a period frame measuring 16" tall
x 32" wide.

HARRY LEONARD LOPP YELLOWSTONE OIL ON
BOARD

140

Original oil painting on board depicts a rustic bridge in the woods. It
is signed lower right by listed Oregon artist Effie Morgan
(American, 1879-1969). Painting measures 11"x x14" and is
mounted in a frame measuring 12-1/2" tall x 15-1/2" wide.

EFFIE MORGAN FOREST SCENE OIL PAINTING141

Original oil painting on paper depicts a man on horseback with
cattle. It is signed and dated lower right by artist "D.F. Ritzel."
Subject measures 7-1/2" x 10-1/4" and is mounted under glass in a
frame measuring 12" tall x 15" wide.

1954 D.F. RITZEL COWBOY OIL ON PAPER142

Original unsigned oil painting on board depicts Oregon's Mt. Hood.
Painting measures 10" x 12" and is mounted in a frame measuring
13-1/2"" tall x 15-1/2" wide.

MT. HOOD OIL PAINTING143

Pair of scenic etchings hand-signed by listed California artist
Wilson Silsby (American, 1883-1952). One is titled verso "Garden
Gate to Ramona's" and the other has lost its label but depicts the
San Gabriel Mountains. Etchings measure 5" x 7" visible and they
are matted and mounted under glass in matching frames
measuring 10-1/2" tall x 12-1/2" wide.

TWO WILSON SILSBY FRAMED ETCHINGS144

Original oil painting on canvas depicts a shepherd with his flock of
sheep and a thatched roof cottage. It is initialed lower left "D.C"
(possibly listed UK artist Douglas Cameron). Painting measures
24" X 33" and is mounted in a gilt frame measuring 33" tall x 43"
wide.

19TH CENTURY LANDSCAPE OIL ON CANVAS145

LOT #

European oil painting is signed lower right, "H. Jansen" and depicts
a winter lakeside scene with cabin and windmill. Painted on board
measuring 16" x 24" and mounted in a frame measuring 22-1/2" x
30". Appears to be in good overall condition.

H. JANSEN SCENIC OIL PAINTING146

Original watercolor painting depicts a figure on the sand under a
beach umbrella. It is signed lower right by listed artist Nelson
Sandgren (American, 1917-2006). Painting is matted and
unframed; it measures 26" tall x 36" wide.

NELSON SANDGREN WATERCOLOR PAINTING147

Original charcoal drawing depicts a deserted cabin. It is signed and
dated lower right by listed Oregon artist Arthur Alexander Selander
(American, 1885 - 1978). Titled verso. Artwork measures 13" x 18"
visible and is matted and mounted under glass in a frame
measuring 21-1/2" tall x 26-1/2" wide.

ARTHUR SELANDER "DESERTED" CHARCOAL
DRAWING

148

Original oil painting on canvas depicts a mountain landscape with a
cabin at the water's edge. It is initialed lower left L.A.R. (possibly
Oregon artist Lucretia Ann Richmond). Painting measures 20" tall x
22" wide and is unframed.

ANTIQUE UNFRAMED MOUNTAIN OIL PAINTING149

Antique farmstead lithographs mounted in an oak frame measuring
15-1/2" x 35" Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE LITHOGRAPH TRIPTYCH150

Original unsigned oil painting on board depicts a Hudson River
view with homes and the surrounding landscape. Painting
measures 16" x 20" and is mounted in a frame measuring 22-1/2"
tall x 26-1/2" wide.

HUDSON RIVER SCHOOL OIL PAINTING151

Original oil painting on canvas depicts a modernist approach to the
Nicolas Poussin painting of the Greek myth. It is titled lower left
"The Nurture of Jupiter Post Poussin" and signed lower right by
listed Oregon artist Norma Driscoll Gilmore (born 1927). Painting
measures 16" tall x 20" wide and is unframed.

NORMA DRISCOLL AFTER "THE NURTURE OF
JUPITER"

152

Original blue abstract oil painting on canvas is signed lower right by
listed Oregon artist Robert Gilmore (American, 1923-2012).
Painting measures 15-1/4" x 5-1/4" and is mounted in a frame
measuring 16" tall x 6" wide.

ROBERT GILMORE BLUE CUBISM OIL PAINTING153

Original oil painting on board depicts a snowy mountain landscape.
It is unsigned but stamped verso "Painted by Howard Stoyell
Sewall" (Oregon, 1899 - 1975). Painting measures 12" x 9" and is
mounted in a frame measuring 13" tall x 10" wide.

HOWARD SEWALL MOUNTAIN SCENE OIL PAINTING154
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Antique oil painting circa 1870s, unsigned. Image depicts the view
from Eagle Point, Iowa, north of Dubuque, on the Mississippi River,
looking north toward the barge. #11 lock and dam was built on the
horizon of this image in 1938. There is a faint description on the
back which read, "Eagle Point on the Mississippi." Canvas
measures 9" tall x 18" wide. There is a small hole in the upper right
of the canvas and some soil marks. Otherwise this is in good
overall condition with consideration for age.

1870s EAGLE POINT OVER MISSISSIPPI OIL PAINTING155

Three small antique scenic oil paintings on board in period gold gilt
frames. Includes one titled "Sunset of Arran" by J. Currie and dated
1889 verso, one depicting a tall ship on the sea, and a waterfall
landscape. None of the paintings are signed. The largest frame
measures 8-1/2" wide x 11-1/2" tall.

THREE ANTIQUE OIL PAINTINGS156

Antique oil painting signed lower right by Swedish artist Carl O.
Bjork (1882-1968) features a European harbor scene. Painted on
board measuring 11" x 7-3/34" and mounted in a frame measuring
13-1/2" x 10". Appears to be in good overall condition.

CARL O. BJORK HARBOR OIL PAINTING157

Original oil painting on board depicts a river seen through the trees.
It is unsigned by listed Oregon artist Harry Leonard Lopp
(American, 1888-1974). Painted on board measuring 8" x 6" and is
mounted in a frame measuring 9-1/2" x 7-1/2". Appears to be in
very good overall condition.

HARRY LEONARD LOPP UNSIGNED OIL PAINTING158

Pair of block prints depicting male and female figures in costume.
Both are hand-signed lower right by listed Oregon artist Eunice
Jensen Parsons (American, born 1916). Titled "Masquerade Figure
#1" and "Masquerade figure #2" lower left. Artwork measures
21-1/2" x 8" visible and they are matted and mounted under glass
in matching frames measuring 32" tall x 15-1/2" wide.

EUNICE JENSEN PARSONS "MASQUERADE" BLOCK
PRINTS

159

Original watercolor portrait of a monk is signed and dated lower
right "S. Rosher, 1915." Painting measures 10" x 7" visible and is
matted and mounted under glass in a frame measuring 16" tall x
12" wide.

1915 S. ROSHER MONK WATERCOLOR160

Original oil painting on board depicts red barns and a nearby
stream. It is signed and dated verso. Painting measures 18" x 24"
and is mounted in a frame measuring 22" tall x 28" wide.

1956 ROBERT K ADAMS BARN OIL PAINTING161

Two original mountain landscape oil paintings on board depicts.
Both appear to be signed "K Krymitz." Paintings are stamped
"Made in Austria" and titled verso. "Dachstein - Gosausee"
(pictured on the left) a lake in the Dachstein mountains;
"Konigssee" (pictured on the right) depicts the Bavarian lake of the

PAIR OF SMALL EUROPEAN SCENIC OIL PAINTINGS162

LOT #
same name. Paintings measure 9" x 7" and are mounted in
matching frames measuring 12-1/2" tall x 10-1/2" wide.

Color engraving by Cecil Aldin depicts a Scottie dog in a
tamoshanter and is titled "My Heart's in the Highlands." Published
circa 1908 by Lawrence & Jellicoe of London. Print measures 10" x
8" and is mounted under glass in a period frame measuring 13-1/2"
tall x11-1/2" wide.

CECIL ALDIN "MY HEART'S IN THE HIGHLANDS" PRINT163

Original oil painting on board depicts a quail in a salmonberry bush.
It is signed lower right by listed Oregon artist Robert Barr Banister
(1921-2004). Painting measures 36" x 18" and is mounted in a
frame measuring 43" tall x 25" wide.

ROBERT BANISTER SALMONBERRIES & QUAIL OIL
PAINTING

164

Original oil painting on board depicts a lush green landscape
reflecting the in water. It is signed and dated verso by listed
Oregon artist Anne Michalov (American, 1904 - 2001). Painting
measures 21-1/2" x 27" and is mounted in a frame measuring 26"
tall x 31" wide.

1935 ANNE MICHALOV LANDSCAPE OIL PAINTING165

Vintage framed oil painting is titled "Boy Playing Guitar" and is
signed lower right by listed artist William Benecke (Illinois/Mexico,
1934-2001) It measures 24" x 18" and is matted & mounted behind
glass in a frame measuring 33" tall x 27" wide.

WILLIAM BENECKE "BOY PLAYING GUITAR" OIL ON
CANVAS

166

Vintage framed oil painting is titled "Girl with Kitten" and is signed
lower right by listed artist William Benecke (Illinois/Mexico,
1934-2001) It measures 24" x 18" and is matted & mounted behind
glass in a frame measuring 33" tall x 27" wide.

WILLIAM BENECKE "GIRL WITH KITTEN" OIL ON
CANVAS

167

Block print depicts farm carts filled with bags of grain. It is
hand-signed and dated 1957 lower right by listed Oregon artist
Eunice Jensen Parsons (American, born 1916). Titled lower left.
Artwork measures 25-1/2" x 12" visible and is matted and mounted
under glass in a frame measuring 31" tall x 17-1/2" wide.

EUNICE JENSEN PARSONS "THE RED CARTS" BLOCK
PRINT

168

Original abstract watercolor depicts a fish in fossil tradition and is
mounted on wood. It is unsigned but attributed to listed Oregon
artist Charles Edward Heaney (American, 1897-1981). Shadowbox
style frame measures 18" tall x 29" wide.

CHARLES HEANEY FISH FOSSIL WATERCOLOR
PAINTING

169

Lithograph of Virginia City, Nevada Territory, 1861 drawn from
nature by Grafton T. Brown. Print shows a bird's-eye view of

ANTIQUE GRAFTON TYLER BROWN VIRGINIA CITY
PRINT

170
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Virginia City from the "Gould & Curry" claim with 30 individual
views of commercial buildings and residences forming the border.
Mounted under glass in a frame measuring 22-1/2" tall x 29-1/2"
wide.

Vintage Mexican print depicts a serenade. It is titled "Las
Mananitas" by artist Jesus Helguera (Mexico, 1910-1971). Artwork
measures 18" x 24" and is mounted in a frame measuring 22" tall x
28" wide. There is a vintage seascape oil painting backing the print.

FRAMED MEXICAN CALENDAR ART171

Includes an antique print depicting a mother with two young girls. It
is mounted under glass in a gilt frame measuring 22-1/2" tall x 16"
wide. And a still life of fruit and nuts originally painted by Cornelis
Le Mair (Dutch, born 1944). It is mounted under glass in a frame
measuring 16" tall x 20" wide.

TWO FRAMED PRINTS172

Very large antique gold picture frame measures 46-1/2" x 36-1/2"
(interior 30" x 40"). Appears to be in good overall condition.

EXTRA LARGE ANTIQUE GOLD PICTURE FRAME173

Antique gilded picture frame measures 29" x 26" (interior 18" x 21").
Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE GOLD PICTURE FRAME174

Includes three antique picture frames: simple gold frame 22" x 18"
(interior 12" x 16"), elegant daisies 18" x 15-1/2" (interior 13" x 11),
another gold frame 18" x 23" (interior 12-1/2" x 17"). Appears to be
in good overall conditon.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE PICTURE FRAMES175

1999-2000 edition of "Davenport's Art Reference & Price Guide"
published by Gordon's Art Reference Inc.

DAVENPORT'S ART REFERENCE & PRICE GUIDE
1999/2000

176

Antique bronze bust features a woman in Victorian dress adorned
with flowers. Sculpture is signed on the back, "Windslow" and
measures 14-1/2" tall. Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE BRONZE BUST177

China cabinet features four glass shelves behind a glazed door
with convex glass. It measures 59" tall x 31" wide x 18" deep.

ANTIQUE OAK CURVED GLASS CORNER CABINET178

Early 20th century porcelain punch bowl features polychrome
enamel decoration of cartouches with court scenes, birds,
butterflies and flowers. Bowl measures 14-1/2" across and rests on
a wooden stand.

LARGE CHINESE ROSE MEDALLION BOWL179

Antique oval walnut console or sofa table with burl walnut top and
inlaid trim. Table stands 29" tall x 54" long x 22" deep. Shows very
minor sun fading on top edge, but otherwise is in very good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE BURL WALNUT SOFA TABLE180

LOT #

Antique Globe-Wernicke mahogany layers bookcase, made in
England, features four stacking sections (two small and two large).
The bottom case has a wooden door instead of glass and the
second to lower case has a crack in the corner. Bookcase
measures 69" tall x 34" wide x 15" deep. Appears to be in good
overall condition.

GLOBE WERNICKE BARRISTER BOOKCASE181

Electrified antique hanging oil lamp with crystals measures
approximately 34" tall x 15" wide. Appears to be in good overall
condition.

ELECTRIFIED ANTIQUE HANGING OIL LAMP182

Set of two antique Victorian oak and burled accent side chairs
measures 39" tall x 20" wide x 20" deep. Upholstery is subject, but
otherwise appears to be in very good overall condition.

PAIR ANTIQUE VICTORIAN SIDE CHAIRS183

Antique French Louis XV mahogany side table features gilded
accent and inset marble top. Table stands 28" tall x 19" wide x 19"
deep. Appears to be in very good overall condition.

GILDED FRENCH LOUIS XV SIDE TABLE184

A set of French bronze figural boudoir lamps with frosted glass
shades, signed on the base, "Deo Maxim" and stamped with a
Made in France emblem. Lamps stand 18-1/2" tall. Appears to be
in very good overall condition.

PAIR FRENCH BRONZE FIGURAL LAMPS185

Elegant antique French Louis XV credenza features book-matched
mahogany and gilded accents. Two side cabinets flank three large
center drawers with the top drawer divided into three sections and
lined with felt. Sideboard measures 37" tall x 72" wide x 22" deep.
Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE FRENCH LOUIS XV TRIPLE BUFFET186

Antique French mahogany chair features carved maiden head
motif, pierced floral accent and newer upholstery. Chair measures
43" tall x 32" wide x 27" deep. Appears to be in very good overall
condition.

ELEGANT FRENCH FIGURAL PARLOR CHAIR187

Vintage French mahogany bergere ottoman with newer cream and
ivory upholstery. Ottoman measures 13" tall x 25" wide x 19" deep.
Appears to be in very good overall condition.

VINTAGE FRENCH BERGERE OTTOMAN188

Antique Victorian low table measures 18" tall x 23-1/2" diameter.
Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE OAK SIDE TABLE189

Medium size walnut ottoman with dark burgundy needlepoint
measures 11" tall x 22" wide x 14" deep. Appears to be in good
overall condition.

ANTIQUE NEEDLEPOINT FOOT STOOL190
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Measures 3'7" x 5'4".
ANTIQUE ORIENTAL RUG191

Circa early 1900s fireplace screen features a clipper ship design on
the front panel. It measures 23-1/2" tall x 15" wide.

ANTIQUE BRASS FIREPLACE SCREEN192

Antique rosewood side table features a conforming Carrara marble
top and single drawer with carved fruit pull over a lower commode
cabinet with one interior shelf. It stands 30" tall x 21" wide x 18"
deep. Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE ROSEWOOD NIGHT STAND193

Elegant carved walnut antique settee measures 38" tall x 66" wide
x 32" deep. Upholstery is subject, otherwise this appears to be in
very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE VICTORIAN SETTEE194

Antique slag glass lamp with cast bronze base stands 20" tall x 16"
wide. Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE ART NOUVEAU SLAG GLASS LAMP195

Elegant antique rosewood side table features beveled marble top
and stands upon casters. Table measures 28" tall x 23" wide x 17"
deep. Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE ROSEWOOD LAMP TABLE196

Antique 1890s Hunzinger oak glider rocker with tapestry upholstery.
Chair measures 38" tall x 24" wide x 25" deep. Signed on the
bottom of the chair. Appears to be invery good overall condition.

ANTIQUE HUNZINGER OAK GLIDER ROCKER197

Outstanding triple eagle oak pedestal table stands 33" tall x 15"
wide at the base. Appears to be in good overall condition but one
eagle has been repaired.

ANTIQUE TRIPLE EAGLE CANDLE STAND198

Antique 16" Hendryx beehive birdcage with porcelain and glass
feeders hangs in a 63" tall hoop. Shows wear consistent with age
and use.

ANTIQUE HENDRYX BEEHIVE BIRD CAGE IN STAND199

Antique Victorian dresser with casters features two small glove
boxes on top and three spacious drawers below. Dresser measures
44" tall x 41" wide x 18" deep. Appears to be in good overall
condition.

VICTORIAN WALNUT CHEST OF DRAWERS200

Antique arched walnut mirror features fruit harvest decoration and a
gilded interior accent. Mirror measures 47" x 27" and matches the
dresser in the following lot. Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE ARCHED WALNUT MIRROR201

Antique chest of drawers features marble top and four deep
drawers with fruit harvest pulls. Dresser measures 39" x 40" x 18"
and matches the mirror in the previous lot. Appears to be in good
overall condition.

ANTIQUE FOUR DRAWER DRESSER202

LOT #

Antique brass table with lions feet features electrified oil lamp.
Lamp stands 62" tall and may need to be rewired. Appears to be in
good overall condition.

ANTIQUE BRASS PIANO LAMP203

Antique walnut chest of drawers with fruit harvest pulls is married
to a similar walnut mirror that hangs on the wall. Dresser measures
32" x 40" x 19" and the mirror measures 43" x 38" Appears to be in
good overall condition.

ANTIQUE WALNUT DRESSER WITH MIRROR204

Fantastic antique Victorian flame walnut dresser with marble and
attached cheval mirror. Total height measures 82" tall x 42" wide x
19" deep. Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE CHEST OF DRAWERS WITH MIRROR205

Antique mahogany and tapestry fireplace screen stands 36" tall x
25" wide x 14" deep. Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE VICTORIAN FIREPLACE SCREEN206

Very small antique round needlepoint stool measures 4" tall x 12"
diameter. Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE NEEDLEPOINT FOOT REST207

Measures 42" tall x 15-3/4" wide. Comes with pendulum and key.
ANTIQUE WALNUT KIENZLE WALL CLOCK208

Antique French inspired two level bookcase with drawers, circa late
1920s. Manufactured in walnut by Rockford Cabinet Co.. Bookcase
stands 49" tall x 19" wide x 13" deep. Appears to be in very good
overall condition.

1920s ANTIQUE FRENCH BOOKCASE209

Seth Thomas 8-day Westminster chime mantel clock retains the
original paper label. Clock is in a mahogany case measuring 9" tall
x 20" wide x 6" deep. Has no pendulum or key.

CIRCA 1940s SETH THOMAS TAMBOUR CLOCK210

Antique two door walnut sideboard with fruit decoration and burl
wood accent. Server has a beveled Carrara marble top, comes with
three keys to use as handles, and measures 37" tall x 56" wide x
21" deep. Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE BURL WALNUT BUFFET211

Contemporary cherry grandfather clock with sun and moon dial
from Aeon. Clock stands 88" tall x 26" wide x 12" deep and comes
with the key. Appears to be in good overall condition.

CONTEMPORARY SUN & MOON GRANDFATHER
CLOCK

212

Outstanding antique gilt and beveled glass entry piece, circa 1889,
California. The top unit features original gilded finish and has been
married to a newer vintage base with drawers and cabinet space.
Total height is approximately 94" tall x 62" wide x 16" deep.
Antique portion shows wear consistent with age and use. Overall,
this piece is in good condition.

ANTIQUE 1889 GILDED ETAGERE213
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Antique Douglas fir library table features two drawers and a lower
shelf. Desk measures 28-1/2" tall x 38-1/2" wide x 26" deep.
Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE VICTORIAN LIBRARY TABLE214

Antique elegant Empire mahogany rocker with original tapestry
upholstery. Chair measures 37" tall x 24" wide x 31" deep.
Upholstery is suspect, but otherwise this appears to be in good
overall condition.

ANTIQUE EMPIRE ROCKING CHAIR215

Antique rosewood and walnut half moon table with Carrara marble
top with backsplash. Table stands 35" in total height, 36" wide x
18" deep. Appears to be in good overall condition with minor chips
in the veneer.

ANTIQUE ROSEWOOD DEMILUNE ENTRY TABLE216

Antique walnut rocker with Empire scrolled arms and berry leaves
motif. Chair measures 43" tall x 34" wide x 36" deep. Upholstery is
suspect, but otherwise this appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE EMPIRE ROCKING CHAIR217

Antique server features black marble top and a green tiled
backsplash. Total height measures 40" tall x 30" wide x 17" deep.
Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE BLACK MARBLE WASH STAND218

Antique Victorian chair on casters with floral upholstery and walnut
banister design in the arms and backrest. Chair measures 40" tall x
25" wide x 27" deep. Appears to be in very good overall condition.

VICTORIAN BANISTER LOUNGE CHAIR219

Electrified antique hobnail cranberry glass light fixture with crystals
measures 38" tall x 16" wide. Appears to be in very good overall
condition and functions as normal.

OUTSTANDING CRANBERRY GLASS ELECTRIFIED
FIXTURE

220

Outstanding flame mahogany Victorian sewing caddy stands 30"
tall x 21" wide x 18" deep. Table shows signs of repair and is
missing a piece of trim.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY SEWING CADDY221

Outstanding antique hand carved chair circa 1850s is attributed to
the styling of JW Meeks furniture of the same period. Chair
features a stunning acanthus flame between pedestals rising to
meet a floral crest. Chair measures 40" tall x 21" wide x 20" deep.
Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ELEGANT 1850s JW MEEKS ROSEWOOD CHAIR222

Antique slag glass lamp features cast metal base and triple socket.
Its marked on the base with an 8 inside a cross. Lamp is unmarked
and stands 27" tall x 18" in diameter. Appears to be in good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE SLAG GLASS LAMP223

LOT #

Antique round mahogany foyer table features a glass top and
stands upon casters. Table measures 28-1/2" tall x 30" in diameter.
Appears to be in good overall condition with minor veneer loss.

ANTIQUE ROUND MAHOGANY PARLOR TABLE224

Two matching Victorian walnut side chairs with a green mohair
style upholstery. Chairs measure 36" tall x 19" wide x 21" deep.
Appears to be in very good overall condition.

PAIR ANTIQUE VICTORIAN SIDE CHAIRS225

Antique Victorian walnut side table with stone-gray color marble
top. Table stands 29-1/2" tall x 28" wide x 20" deep. Appears to be
in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE VICTORIAN MARBLE PARLOR TABLE226

Antique Art Deco cast iron umbrella rack stands 29" tall x 15" wide
x 8" deep. Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE CAST IRON UMBRELLA RACK227

Fantastic small game table with two drawers and a key. tabletop
swivels open to reveal a beautiful flame mahogany parlor table.
Measures 30" tall x 23" wide x 15-1/2" deep. Tabletop is 31" wide
when opened. Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE FLAME MAHOGANY GAME TABLE228

Antique gate-leg flame mahogany game table features tall reeded
column legs and a conforming cut glass top. Table measures 30"
tall x 35" wide x 17" deep (when closed). Appears to be in very
good overall condition.

ANTIQUE NEOCLASSICAL GAME TABLE229

Electric table lamp in the style of an oil lamp features a cranberry
glass font and an etched, frosted, and flashed shade with ruffled
edge. It stands 24" tall.

ANTIQUE TABLE LAMP230

Antique walnut two door bedside chest with marble top and
backsplash. Commode stands 36" in total height, 32" wide x 18"
deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE WALNUT MARBLE COMMODE231

Three drawer nightstand features a top drawer for sewing notions.
Table measures 28" tall x 18" wide x 14" deep. Appears to be in
very good overall condition.

CHERRY SEWING TABLE232

Antique square walnut dining table with beautiful carved trestle
base on casters. Table measures 28" tall x 45" wide x 41" deep.
Does not come with leaves. Appears to be in very good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE VICTORIAN TRESTLE DINING TABLE233

Includes four matching Victorian walnut dining chairs with similar
upholstery. Chairs measure 36" tall 21" wide x 19" deep. Some
chairs show signs of repair.

SET OF FOUR ANTIQUE VICTORIAN DINING CHAIRS234
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Fantastic antique round oak dining table with pedestal base
features carved claw feet. Table stands 28-1/2" tall x 41-1/2"
diameter. Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE CLAW FOOT DINING TABLE235

Room size carpet is done in green, ivory, rose, peach, and blue
with a beautiful floral motif. It measures approximately 9' x 12-1/2'.

VINTAGE HAND MADE SAVONNERIE AREA RUG236

Set of two antique French mahogany tufted parlor chairs with blush
chenille upholstery. Chairs measure 36" tall x 19" wide x 20" deep.
Upholstery is subject, but otherwise these appear to be in very
good overall condition.

PAIR FRENCH MAHOGANY PARLOR CHAIRS237

Antique French mahogany settee with tufted upholstery measures
34" tall x 56" wide x 27" deep. Upholstery needs cleaning or
replacement, otherwise this appears to be in very good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE FRENCH TUFTED LOVESEAT238

Antique oval Victorian walnut and marble coffee table on casters
measures 19-1/2" tall x 22" wide x 31" deep. Appears to be in very
good overall condition.

VICTORIAN WALNUT COFFEE TABLE239

Room size carpet is done in teal, rust, and ivory and measures
approximately 8' x 10'.

VINTAGE HAND MADE TABRIZ AREA RUG240

Antique light fixture features a cast iron frame and is topped with a
milk glass shade with floral decoration. It has been electrified and
measures 31" tall x 13" across.

VICTORIAN HANGING LAMP241

Large French style gold mirror with beveled glass measures 31" tall
x 43" wide. Appears to be in good overall condition.

VINTAGE FRENCH MIRROR242

Includes two vintage Greek inspired dancing ladies table lamps
with trimmed drum shades. Lamps stand 42" tall. The shades may
have stains or soil.

PAIR VINTAGE DANCING LADIES LAMPS243

Antique elegant French Louis XV walnut bed consists of
headboard, footboard, and original wooden side rails. Headboard
measures 43-1/2" tall x 57" wide. Matches the night stands in the
following two lots. The left leg of the footboard shows signs of
repair, otherwise the bed appears to be in very nice overall
condition.

ANTIQUE FRENCH LOUIS XV BED244

Antique elegant French Louis XV marble lined walnut chamber
table with inset marble top. Table measures 33" tall x 15" wide x
16" deep. Missing the backsplash, but otherwise in very good
overall condition.

ANTIQUE FRENCH LOUIS XV BEDSIDE TABLE245

LOT #

Antique elegant French Louis XV marble lined walnut chamber
table with inset marble top. Table measures 32" tall x 15" wide x
15" deep. Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE FRENCH LOUIS XV BEDSIDE TABLE246

Table features burl accents and carved apron. It stands 28" tall x
30" wide x 30" deep.

VICTORIAN WALNUT LAMP TABLE247

Victorian light fixture features a brass frame accented with hanging
prisms and measures 26" tall x 16" across.

ANTIQUE HANGING LAMP248

Lamp stands 64" tall. In as-found condition with no switch.
ANTIQUE TORCHIERE FLOOR LAMP249

Antique slim linen cabinet features paneled oak exterior and a
lower drawer with four adjustable shelves behind two lockable
doors. Comes with the original key. Cabinet measures 84" tall x 45"
wide x 19" deep. Appears to be in very good overall condition.

FANTASTIC ANTIQUE OAK LINEN CABINET250

Antique walnut Mascotte eight day clock measures 20-1/2" tall x
14" wide x 4-1/2" deep. Clock comes with Sandwich glass
pendulum and key. Shows a repair on the crown and otherwise
appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE MASCOTTES KITCHEN CLOCK251

Antique oak roll top desk features two towers of drawers, two pull
out writing boards below a large desktop with card catalog style
organizational drawers. The desk disassembles in easy to transport
pieces. Desk measures 41" tall x 48" wide x 30" deep. Appears to
be in good condition.

ANTIQUE OAK ROLL TOP DESK252

Victorian hall tree features a center mirror surrounded by eight pegs
for coats & hats, a glove drawer, and two umbrella holders with drip
trays. It measures 78" tall x 34" wide x 12" deep

ANTIQUE WALNUT HALL TREE253

Victorian light fixture features a brass font with a chimney and milk
glass shade. It has been electrified and measures 31" tall x 16"
across.

ANTIQUE HANGING LAMP254

Vintage crystal table lamp with large drum shade stands 41" tall.
The shade may have stains or soil.

VINTAGE CRYSTAL TABLE LAMP255

Antique tall and slim oak case features paneled and cane sides.
Cabinet stands 47" tall x 27" wide x 17" deep. Appears to be in very
good overall condition.

ANTIQUE OAK RADIO CABINET256

Mahogany pedestal features a turned & fluted column and a marble
top. It stands 34" tall x 13" across.

MARBLE TOPPED PEDESTAL PLANT STAND257
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Antique turn-of-the-century oak arm chair features a merlot mohair
style of upholstery. Chair measures 41" tall x 23" wide x 21" deep.
Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE OAK ARM CHAIR258

Antique three drawer walnut nightstand or bedside chest with
marble top on casters. Table stands 29" tall x 15" wide x 15" deep.
Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE WALNUT BEDSIDE CHEST259

Antique portable walnut rack features two spaces to hold
newspaper, magazines or sheet music. Folds flat for easy storage.
Stand measures 30" tall x 18" wide x 24" deep. Appears to be in
very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE EASTLAKE MAGAZINE RACK260

Cedar chest is on four cabriole legs and measures 7" tall x 45" wide
x 22" deep.

ANTIQUE CASWELL-RUNYON CEDAR CHEST261

Antique wooden mirror with arched top and subtle gold painted
finish measures 40" tall x 28" wide. Matches the dresser in lot 264.
Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE ARCHED MIRROR262

Electric lamp measures 18-1/2" tall.
ANTIQUE BRADLEY & HUBBARD TABLE LAMP263

Antique bow front four drawer dresser features burl walnut finish
and rose marble top. Chest measures 32" tall x 44" wide x 23"
deep. Matches the mirror in lot 262. The finish has faded near the
base of the dresser, but otherwise this appears to be in good
overall condition.

ANTIQUE BURL WALNUT CHEST OF DRAWERS264

Antique Singer treadle sewing machine No. 60 with Singer branded
treadle table. Table measures 29" tall x 34" wide x 16" deep. The
belt needs to be replaced, but otherwise this appears to be in good
overall condition.

ANTIQUE SINGER SEWING MACHINE WITH TABLE265

Table features a fold open top and measures 28" tall x 34" wide x
17" deep when closed (opens to 34" square).

ANTIQUE FLAME MAHOGANY GAME TABLE266

Measures 7' 6" x 4' 2".
ANTIQUE ORIENTAL RUG267

Trestle table measures 29" tall x 32" wide x 22-1/2" deep.
ANTIQUE OAK TABLE268

Antique sofa features rolled arms and a carved lion's head at the
crest. It measures 39" tall x 70" long x 27" deep. Appears to be in
nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE WALNUT SETTEE269

Small round antique mahogany side table with one drawer splayed
pedestal base. Table stands 28" tall x 24" in diameter. Shows
surface wear on top.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY DRUM TABLE270

LOT #

Vintage living room chair features a gold and red brocade style
upholstery. Chair measures 40" tall x 34" wide x 39" deep.
Upholstery is worn on the arms and shows sun fading.

VINTAGE UPHOLSTERED CLUB CHAIR271

Antique oak tavern table features barley twist legs and has been
cut down to coffee table height. It measures 18" tall x 35" wide x
35" deep. Table shows wear to the top

ANTIQUE PUB STYLE COFFEE TABLE272

Antique walnut chair with carved cabriole details and original
metallic rose upholstery. Chair measures 33" tall x 33" wide x 38"
deep. Upholstery is scuffed and faded in some areas.

ANTIQUE LIVING ROOM CHAIR273

Antique elaborate wicker rocker with cane back and seat. Chair
measures 38" tall x 26" wide x 34" deep. Some wicker has come
unwrapped.

ANTIQUE WICKER ROCKING CHAIR274

Circa 1880s parlor couch features a carved mahogany frame with
lion's paw feet and cherubs with brocade upholstery. It measures
40" tall x 77" wide x 32" deep. Appears to be in nice overall
condition, but needs springs.

ANTIQUE VICTORIAN SOFA275

Schoolhouse regulator clock is in an oak case measuring 33" tall x
18" wide. Comes with pendulum and key. In as-found condition.

ANTIQUE SESSIONS OAK WALL CLOCK276

Includes two circa 1904 pictures of San Francisco landmarks (Cliff
House & Seal Rock) in matching gold tone frames, a pair of
portraits in octagonal bone frames, a second pair of portraits in
celluloid frames decorated with a Greek key design, and a pair of
courting scene wall plaques. The largest frames measure 6-1/2" tall
x 8-1/2" wide.

ANTIQUE FRAMED PICTURES277

Original collection of unused real photo postcards featuring scenic
Oregon landmarks including waterfalls, Crown Point, Vista House,
Columbia River Highway, Cascade Locks, Mt. Hood, bridges &
more. Set comes in original envelope marked "Columbia River
Highway Views by Cross & Dimmitt, PO Box 1098, Portland, OR".
Original envelope has some tears but is intact. Postcards are in
nice condition.

ANTIQUE COLUMBIA RIVER HIGHWAY VIEW
POSTCARD SET

278

Window features slag glass panels and a tulip motif. It measures 7"
tall x 20" wide. Close inspection reveals that one of the caramel
panes has two very tight fractures, but overall the window shows
beautifully.

ANTIQUE LEADED & STAINED GLASS WINDOW PANEL279

Vintage signed pottery sculpture by "Nina" features a man and a
woman bust entwined. Sculpture measures approximately 10-1/2"
tall x 13" wide x 12" deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

LOVERS ENTWINED SCULPTURE280
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Vintage wrought iron wine bottle stand fits six bottles and has a
gothic inspired design. Rack measures 20" tall x 25" wide X 10"
deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

VINTAGE WROUGHT IRON WINE RACK281

Antique black metal Victorian coal scuttle features hand painted
floral motif. Bin stands 24" tall x 14" wide x 18" deep. Appears to
be in good overall condition with respect to age and use.

VICTORIAN COAL SCUTTLE282

Antique brass and cast iron base flag pole assembles in four pieces
measuring approximately 14" tall. Appears to be in good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE 14' FLAG POLE283

Includes a Bristol vase hand-painted with floral & scenic
decoration, a hand-painted spittoon, fruit bowl, jardiniere, and a
round tray or underplate. The vase stands 10-1/2" tall.

ANTIQUE CERAMICS & GLASSWARE284

Three antique wash stand items including a water pitcher, wash
bowl, and thunder mug. The basin measures 16" across.

VICTORIAN PITCHER, BOWL & CHAMBER POT285

Includes a transferware thunder mug marked "Champion" and a
gold trimmed Homer Laughlin chamber pot. Both come with lids
and measure approximately 11" across.

TWO ANTIQUE IRONSTONE CHAMBER POTS286

Includes a Homer Laughlin pitcher decorated with a stag scene,
coordinating wash bowl, and a thunder mug made by Edward
Clark. The pitcher stands 12" tall.

ANTIQUE IRONSTONE WASH SET & CHAMBER POT287

Includes a pink Adamantine China covered slop jar with gilt floral
decoration and a coordinating pitcher and wash basin. Both taller
pieces stand 14" tall.

ANTIQUE WASH SET & CHAMBER POT288

Includes pitcher, basin, and thunder mug are all decorated with a
turquoise blue band and gold accents. The pitcher stands 12" tall
and the wash bowl is 15" across.

ANTIQUE WASH SET & CHAMBER POT289

Both pieces are decorated with a wine colored band and gold
accents. The slop jar stands 15" to the top of the lid. Pot has a hole
drilled through the bottom for use as a planter and the handle on
the lid has been repaired.

ANTIQUE IRONSTONE CHAMBER POT & SLOP JAR290

Antique cast brass French plant stand with inset marble top
measures 30" tall x 17" wide. Appears to be in good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE FRENCH PLANT STAND291

Lacquered wall panel features inlaid cranes made of mother of
pearl. Artwork measures 15-1/2" tall x 23-1/2" wide.

ASIAN INLAID WALL PANEL292

LOT #

Chinese coin sword talisman circa early 1900s.
ANTIQUE CHINESE COIN SWORD293

Includes a Nippon bowl measuring 11-1/2" across and an
unmarked jar measuring 8-1/2" tall.

ANTIQUE HAND-PAINTED ASIAN CHINA294

Includes a 10-1/2" tall black lacquer and pearl inlay vase, a 6" tall
cloisonne vase with metallic accent, 5" tall Chinese mud man
sculpture, three carved cinnabar pieces, miniature hard stone
lidded box and a pair of sandal trinket boxes. Appears to be in
good overall condition.

ASSORTED VINTAGE ASIAN COLLECTIBLES295

Covered jar features a fan and floral motif and is character signed
on the bottom. Biscuit barrel stands 5" tall.

ANTIQUE ASIAN PORCELAIN TEA CADDY296

Vintage barrel stool or side table features inlaid mother of pearl
with a floral motif. Stand measures 18" tall x 17" across.

ASIAN ROSEWOOD STOOL WITH MOTHER OF PEARL
INLAY

297

Small hand carved antique Asian camphor chest features carved
scenes on every surface. Trunk measures 14" tall x 28" wide x 14"
deep. There is a lock attached to the clasp. Does not come with a
key.

SMALL ANTIQUE JAPANESE CAMPHOR CHEST298

Contemporary Asian covered jar stands 18" tall and is character
signed. Hairline crack at the rim.

BLUE & WHITE GINGER JAR299

1981 Austin Productions plaster sculpture is titled "The Uesugi"
after the Japanese samurai clan. The statue has a bronzed
verdigris finish and stands approximately 16-1/2" tall x 12-1/2" wide
with a 7" x 6" wooden base.

VINTAGE "UESUGI" SCULPTURE300

Satsuma stye vase was hand-painted in China, for export to the
U.S. and Europe. It features a center scene surrounded by intricate
gilt and floral decoration. Measures 18" tall x 8" across.

VINTAGE SATSUMA UMBRELLA STAND301

Table top screen is made of embroidered silk in a black lacquer
frame. It stands 36" tall x 40" wide.

VINTAGE ASIAN FOUR-PANEL FOLDING SCREEN302

Clock body features a bird and oak leaf motif and measures 18" tall
x 13" wide. Comes with pendulum and weights. Appears to run.

VINTAGE GERMAN CUCKOO CLOCK303

Vintage solid mahogany carved dragon pedestal with cupped top,
possibly to hold an ash tray. Display stands 27-1/2" tall. Appears to
be in very good overall condition.

MAHOGANY DRAGON PEDESTAL304
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Slim four-drawer Douglas fir bedside table features four drawers
with brass pulls and a marble top. Chest stands 31" tall x 12" wide
x 13" deep. Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE NARROW CHEST OF DRAWERS305

Includes three sample-size hand knotted wool carpets all
measuring 16" wide and featuring dark navy blues, brick reds and
ivory colors. Two measure 28" long and the largest is 38" long.
Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ASSORTED SAMPLE SIZE RUGS306

Antique Victorian singing birds in jeweled brass cage stands 10"
tall. The key winds, but does not play.

GERMAN SINGING BIRDS AUTOMATON MUSIC BOX307

Ten pieces of Victorian glassware shading from red to amber, all in
a "Daisy & Button" pattern. Includes a set of five square shallow
bowls, a smaller square bowl, three shallow round dishes, and an
8" wide banana boat.

VICTORIAN AMBERINA "DAISY & BUTTON"
GLASSWARE

308

Antique brass garnitures are mounted to white onyx base and
feature a small boy and girl along a fence. Candle holders stand
14" tall. The finish varies on each piece, but otherwise these are in
good condition with respect to age and use.

ANTIQUE DUTCH GARNITURES WITH PRISMS309

Cobalt porcelain clock issued by the Franklin Mint for the Victoria &
Albert Museum, circa 1990s. Clocks stands 15" tall. Does not
include key.

FRANKLIN MINT MARIE ANTIONETTE CLOCK310

Antique EAPG pickle jar sits in a silverplate frame that measures
12-1/2" to the top of the handle. Comes with tongs. There is a rim
chip on the insert.

VICTORIAN PICKLE CASTOR311

Antique EAPG pickle jar sits in a silverplate frame that measures
11" to the top of the handle. Comes with a pickle fork. There is a
small chip on the base of the insert.

VICTORIAN PICKLE CASTOR312

Includes 37 pieces of assorted Limoges china including dinner
plates, teacups, and more. Some pieces may have rim chips or
hairline fractures.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE LIMOGES CHINA313

Includes an antique RS Prussia porcelain chocolate pot with six
cups and four saucers. Chocolate pot stands 10" tall. Appears to be
in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE RS PRUSSIA CHOCOLATE SET314

Beautiful handbag is beaded in a purple and gold geometric
pattern. It has an embossed metal frame, beaded fringe, and chain
strap. It measures approximately 8-1/2" long x 5-1/2" wide and
does not appear to bear a maker's mark.

ANTIQUE BEADED LADIES' EVENING BAG315

LOT #

Pair of vintage cranberry glass lamps with sterling silver bases by
Crest Silver Co. Lamps stand 12" tall. Appears to be in good
overall condition.

VINTAGE CRANBERRY BOUDOIR LAMPS316

Beautiful cut glass footed vase stands 8-1/2" tall. It is signed.
WATERFORD CRYSTAL VASE317

Beautiful rosewood cane features an ivory handle and sterling
silver accents. It measures 36" long.

ANTIQUE ROSEWOOD WALKING STICK318

Includes a set of Western Germany bisque porcelain Hummels on
wooden fence gates measuring 6" tall. Appears to be in good
overall condition.

GOEBEL HUMMEL BOOKENDS319

Includes a 13" tall "Beautiful Blossoms" resin figurine and a 15" tall
clothed porcelain doll issued in 1988. Appears to be in good overall
condition.

HUMMEL FIGURINES320

Includes two similar patterns with a purple floral: 12 pieces of
Habsburg China Austria including salad plates a tureen and more.
In addition to 11 pieces of Haviland, Limoges, including teacups
and small plates. Some pieces may have rim chips or hairline
fractures.

ASSORTED VINTAGE HAVILAND CHINA321

Vintage crystal table lamp with large hanging prisms stands 41"
tall. The shade may have stains or soil.

VINTAGE CRYSTAL TABLE LAMP322

Vintage crystal table lamp with large drum shade stands 41" tall.
The shade is torn and may have stains or soil.

VINTAGE CRYSTAL TABLE LAMP323

Antique mahogany full/double size headboard features a carved
grape cluster motif within acanthus leaves. Headboard stands 57"
tall x 58" wide. Appears to be in very good overall condition.

VICTORIAN DOUBLE BED HEADBOARD324

Vintage mahogany sewing caddy stands 27" tall x 14" wide x 12"
deep and comes with an assortment of antique and vintage thread
and notions. Appears to be in good overall condition.

VINTAGE SEWING CADDY WITH CONTENTS325

Library table measures 30" tall x 38" wide x 21" deep.
ANTIQUE WALNUT WRITING DESK326

Antique walnut twin size headboard features a carved grape cluster
motif within acanthus leaves. Headboard stands 52" tall x 41" wide.
Appears to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE TWIN HEADBOARD327

Vintage dual bar mahogany blanket stand with small brass accents
measures 32" tall x 26" wide x 10" deep. Appears to be in good
overall condition.

VINTAGE MAHOGANY QUILT RACK328
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Table stands 28" tall x 30" wide x 19-1/2" deep.
ANTIQUE OAK LAMP TABLE329

Chair features a needlepoint seat with nail head accents and
measures 33" tall x 18" wide x 20" deep.

ANTIQUE OAK SIDE CHAIR330

Antique mahogany table features a single dovetailed drawer and
lower shelf. It has been painted black and stenciled botanical motif.
It measures 34" tall x 31" wide x 17" deep.

ANTIQUE PAINTED TABLE331

Chair needs to be upholstered and measures 40" tall x 27" wide x
26" deep.

VINTAGE MAHOGANY ARM CHAIR332

Antique four-column plant stand or display pedestal measures
29-1/2" tall x 14" diameter. Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE WALNUT DISPLAY PEDESTAL333

Includes one dozen coffee mugs -- two jadeite marked Fire king,
one jadeite unmarked, one mauve gradient marked Fire King, four
white milk glass marked Fire King, two linen color marked Fire
King, and two pin stripe mugs (one marked Fire King and one
marked Decor). Appears to be in good overall condition with
consideration to age and use.

ASSORTED FIRE KING COFFEE MUGS334

Includes a collection of 11 Fire King milk glass coffee mugs with
wild game birds. There are six Ring Necked Pheasants, two
Mallard Ducks, two Ruffled Grouse and one Canada Goose.
Appears to be in good overall condition with consideration to age
and use.

FIRE KING WILD GAME COFFEE MUGS335

17 hand-painted figural ceramics including pin cushions, egg
timers, and a thermometer. Made in Japan. Most measure
approximately 2" to 3" tall.

VINTAGE CIRCUS-THEMED PIN CUSHIONS & MORE336

Large assortment of antique culinary ephemera including recipe
booklets and food and appliance advertising pamphlets.

ANTIQUE COOKBOOKS & KITCHEN PAMPHLETS337

Three salt boxes plus two pairs of shakers -- a ceramic set marked
sugar & flour and an Art Deco set made of plastic.

VINTAGE SALT BOXES & SHAKERS338

Includes one dozen embossed wooden rolling pins and one
tabletop rest. Patterns include fruit, animals, bugs, birds and more.
Pins range in length from 12" up to 16" long. Appears to be in good
overall condition with consideration to age and use.

ASSORTED VINTAGE ROLLING PINS339

Includes an egg tray with a rooster figural candle, white wire egg
carrier, and more than a dozen glass, stone, & chalkware eggs. Lot
also includes five chicken-shaped votive candles.

VINTAGE EGGS & CHICKENS340

LOT #

Circa 1940s juice service set includes a 40 oz. pitcher with ribbed
handle and six 5 oz. tumblers. Each piece features matching "Pure
Orange Juice" decoration.

VINTAGE "PURE ORANGE JUICE" PITCHER & GLASSES341

Includes an assortment of vintage and antique cookie cutters,
1950s Fire King jadeite lotus bowl with the 8" plate, set of six milk
glass spice shakers, five pieces of 1940s agate children's tea set,
an 8-1/2" tall lidded candy dish, five fruit bowls, a jadeite salt
shaker and a vintage jadeite juicer bowl. Appears to be in good
overall condition.

ASSORTED JADEITE & KITCHEN ITEMS342

Two sets of kitchen canisters and spice jars, both with basket
weave patterns. Includes an 8-piece set with a floral motif and a
5-piece set with shamrocks.

VINTAGE KITCHEN CANISTER SETS343

Seven pieces of amber Depression glass including a center bowl
with rolled edge, 12" condiment tray with center handle and rings to
hold six jars, compote, nut dish, and more.

ASSORTED AMBER DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE344

14 pieces of green Depression glass including a set of four cups &
saucers, a milk pitcher, two furniture coasters, a condiment dish,
and more.

ASSORTED GREEN DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE345

11 pieces of pink Depression glass including a 5-piece relish or
condiment set, a pair of wine goblets, whipped cream bucket, 10"
tray, footed bowl with silver overlay, and a small pedestal.

ASSORTED PINK DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE346

Includes eight glass baskets and a Yona California pottery basket.
They range in size from 2-1/2" to 12" tall.

ASSORTED VINTAGE BASKETS347

Includes "King's Crown" ruby flashed candy dishes & cake
pedestal; decanter; souvenir toothpick holder; and a ruby stained
"Daisy & Button" biscuit jar. The largest piece stands 10-3/4" tall.

VINTAGE RED & CLEAR GLASSWARE348

7 pieces of elegant Depression glass including a Tiffin compote,
mayonnaise bowl with underplate, swan, covered candy dish, small
footed bowl, and a footed rose bowl vase. The compote stands 6"
tall.

ASSORTED DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE349

Seven pieces of vibrant blue Depression glass including a cordial
set with decanter & three glasses, under tray, and a pair of
candlesticks.

ASSORTED BLUE DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE350

Large collection of green Depression glass in the "Madrid" pattern
from Federal Glass. Includes a pair of salt & pepper shakers, sugar
bowl & creamer, a covered butter dish, two round vegetable bowls,
an oval serving bowl, an 11" platter, 7 cups, 13 saucers, 6 sherbet
dishes, a small fruit bowl, 6 salad plates, and 9 grill plates. Dishes

GREEN "MADRID" DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE351
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appear to be in nice overall condition.

Total 21 pink wine glasses in five coordinating patterns. Includes a
set of 8, a set of 6, a set of 5, and two single goblets. Each stands
approximately 7" tall.

ELEGANT DEPRESSION ERA PINK STEMWARE352

Four serving trays with center handles in assorted shapes, styles,
and colors including one with a dolphin. Platters range from 6" to
10" across.

FOUR DEPRESSION ERA TIDBIT TRAYS353

Set of 20 tall sherbet or champagne glasses in topaz yellow with an
etched band design. Each stands 5" tall.

ELEGANT DEPRESSION ERA CHAMPAGNE GLASSES354

Nine serving dishes with center handles in assorted shapes, styles,
and colors. including one with a dolphin. They range from 5" to 7"
across.

SMALL DEPRESSION ERA BON BON TRAYS355

Eight pieces of black satin glassware by Tiffin including two
baskets, a pair of candle holders, two vases, a compote, and a
console bowl. Two of the pieces feature floral enameled decoration
and the fan vase retains the original factory sticker. The
candlesticks are 10" tall and the large bowl measures 10" across.

CIRCA 1920s TIFFIN BLACK SATIN GLASSWARE356

Large assortment of clear Depression glass including a set of 8
wine glasses, 11 matching candlesticks, knife rests, toothpick
holders, creamers, sugar bowl, baskets, tumblers, and a vase. The
goblets have rim chips.

ASSORTED DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE357

Eight luncheon plates with offset rings to hold the matching sherbet
dish -- in a variety of coordinating patterns.

DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE SNACK SETS358

32 pieces of green Depression glass in the "Doric" pattern by
Jeannette. Set includes 4 cups & saucers, 4 sherbet dishes, 4
small fruit bowls, 4 dinner plates, 4 salad plates, and 8 bread &
butter plates. Dishes appear to be in nice overall condition.

GREEN "DORIC" DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE359

25 pieces of amber glassware in the "Priscilla" pattern by Fostoria.
Includes 8 snack plates with rings, 9 handled footed custard cups,
1 handled tumbler, 5 cream soup bowls, creamer and open sugar
bowl.

FOSTORIA "PRISCILLA" GLASSWARE360

Seven pieces of pink Depression glass including a low center bowl,
compote with a rolled edge, vase, plates, and a divided relish tray,

ASSORTED PINK DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE361

Nice collection of bar glassware including an etched cocktail
shaker, set of six wine glasses, a pair of smaller goblets, a set of
ten cordials, a set of five juice glasses, and shot glasses.

DEPRESSION ERA COCKTAIL GLASSWARE362

LOT #

Gold trimmed Depression glass including a Cambridge relish set
tray with center handle and four inserts, an under plate, a compote,
four mint dishes, and a votive candle holder. The gold trim shows
signs of wear.

ASSORTED PINK DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE363

Seven pieces of amber Depression glass including a center bowl
with rolled edge, platter, three mint dishes, and a pair of
candlesticks.

ASSORTED AMBER DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE364

Thirteen pieces of clear Depression glass including platters, plates,
pair of candlesticks, bon bon dish, and bowls. Several pieces have
gold trimmed edges.

ASSORTED DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE365

Beautiful collection of antique linens including laundry bags, napkin
keepers, tablecloth holders, silverware keepers, a pillow cover, and
more.

ANTIQUE EMBROIDERED LINEN ORGANIZERS & MORE366

Large assortment of tablecloths, napkins, a picnic blanket, and
other vintage linens. Many feature embroidered decoration.

ANTIQUE & VINTAGE TABLE LINENS367

Heavy vintage pinwheel quilt is hand tied and sewn with feed sack
era fabrics, some novelty. Quilt measures approximately 80" x 64".
Some discoloration and soil spots, but otherwise in good overall
condition.

CIRCA 1950s HAND TIED PIN WHEEL QUILT368

Beautiful handwoven cloth can be used as a shawl, wrap, or
tablecloth. It measures 63" x 126".

VINTAGE PERSIAN TERMEH369

Includes two table or bed covers: ecru floral approximately 60" x
80", ivory approximately 66" x 66" and a small oval doily. Appears
to be clean and in good overall condition.

VINTAGE CROCHET TABLE CLOTHS370

Nice collection of studio portraits of men, women, children, babies,
and families. Many from studios in the local area.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF ANTIQUE PHOTOGRAPHS371

Contemporary wedding dress appears to be hand made with
beaded collar. Approximately a size 3/4. Shows wrinkles and dust
from storage.

VINTAGE WEDDING DRESS372

Thirteen glass light shades including a set of six frosted shades
(1-1/2" fitter), pair of holophane shades (4" fitter), an acid-etched
shade with cherubs in relief (4" fitter), ruffled milk glass shade (4"
fitter), hexagonal ribbed shade (4" fitter), and two single holophane
shades (2" fitter).

ASSORTED GLASS LAMP SHADES373

The fixture comes with a ruffled opalescent swirl shade (4" fitter).
Measures 22" in overall height.

ANTIQUE BRASS ELECTRIC WALL SCONCE374
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Light fixture features a Victorian cast iron wall-mounted oil lamp
holder, 8" mercury glass reflector, and a lamp that has been
converted to electric. It measures approximately 20" in overall
height.

ANTIQUE CAST IRON WALL SCONCE375

Chandelier features four tiers of glass prisms. It needs to be
reassembled and may or may not be complete. Fixture with the
socket measures 7" across.

ANTIQUE CHANDELIER376

Light fixture features a Victorian cast iron wall-mounted oil lamp
holder, 8" mercury glass reflector, and a lamp that has been
converted to electric. It measures approximately 20" in overall
height.

ANTIQUE CAST IRON WALL SCONCE377

Mushroom style table lamp features an embossed floral design and
scalloped edge about the shade. It stands approximately 18" tall.

VINTAGE PRESSED GLASS BOUDOIR LAMP378

Both lamps have been electrified and feature cranberry fonts with
etched glass shades. The taller lamp stands approximately 15" tall.

TWO ANTIQUE OIL LAMPS379

Two wall-mounted fixtures including a vanity light with frosted
embossed floral shades and one with swing arms and candle-type
light sockets with clear glass chimneys. Both measure
approximately 14" wide as pictured.

TWO VINTAGE DOUBLE LIGHT FIXTURES380

Light fixtures feature a Victorian cast iron wall-mounted oil lamp
holder, 8" mercury glass reflector, an oil lamp that has been
converted to electric, and an etched ruffled shade. Though the
frames do are not identical, the lamps themselves do match. Each
measures approximately 16" in overall height. One of the fixtures
has a broken reflector holder but it has a workable home repair.

TWO ANTIQUE CAST IRON WALL SCONCES381

Light fixtures feature a Victorian cast iron wall-mounted oil lamp
holder, 8" mercury glass reflector, and an electric brass lamp.
Though the frames are not identical, the lamps themselves do
match and come with two chimneys and one shade. Each
measures approximately 18" in overall height.

TWO ANTIQUE ELECTRIC WALL SCONCES382

Includes a yellow floral Gone with the Wind lamp, a milk glass
lamp, and a pink floral lamp (has not been electrified). The fitter for
the shade on the yellow lamp is wobbly.

THREE ANTIQUE OIL LAMPS383

Five oil lamps (all have been electrified) come with one ruffled
shade and six chimneys. Lamps range from 6" to 10" tall.

ASSORTED GLASS OIL LAMPS384

Includes bases, reflector, sockets, fitters, and more. The larger
lamp stands 25" tall.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE LAMP PARTS385

LOT #

Pot features a wrought iron handle and measures 11" tall x 13"
across.

ANTIQUE COPPER KETTLE386

Includes a 6-piece Bazar Francais copper clad tin cook set with
hanging rack, a tea kettle, large pot with lid, ladle, and more. The
largest pot measures 8" to the top of the lid.

ASSORTED COPPER WARE387

Two brass candle style wall mounted lights come with
approximately 30" glass prisms. Sconces measure 9" tall.

PAIR OF ELECTRIC WALL SCONCES & MORE388

Includes a "Give Me a Penny" cast iron still bank; framed sheet
music; ceramic figurines (one made in Occupied Japan), salt &
pepper shakers, and vase; wooden dolls; fruit crate labels; flour
sack towel; and a Mammy kitchen appliance cover. The bank
stands 11" tall.

ASSORTED BLACK AMERICANA389

Includes three antique black and gilded picture frames with glass
measuring 27" x 23" (interiors 20" x 16"). Frames have some chips
and scuffs.

THREE ANTIQUE VICTORIAN PICTURE FRAMES390

Five antique frames containing original artwork. Four are paintings
of flowers and one is a still life. Frames range in size from 12-3/4" x
7-3/4" to 18" x 24".

ANTIQUE FRAMED FLORALS & STILL LIFE PAINTINGS391

Eight pieces of framed artwork including a silhouette, ribbon doll,
original paintings, a Homer S. Nelson print of a moonlit lady, and
more. Frames range in size from 10" x 10" to 18" x 12".

ANTIQUE & VINTAGE FRAMED ARTWORK392

Includes two antique Adirondack picture frames with glass
measuring 15" x 16-1/2" (one has a broken limb) and an additional
beveled walnut picture frame with family photo. Frame measures
15" x 18". Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE ADIRONDACK FRAMES & MORE393

Includes an assortment of fireplace tools and three wall mounted
brackets. The poker measures 30" long. Shows signs of wear
consistent with age and use.

WALL MOUNTED FIREPLACE SET394

Includes a 25" x 17" flat crate from Portland Canning Co. (printing
on both sides), a Humpty Dumpty egg crate with cardboard dividers
(11" x 13" x 13"), a smaller egg crate with four faux eggs inside and
a Stars Egg Carriers box with more faux eggs inside. Appears to be
in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE WOODEN CRATES395

Counter top bin is made of tin with a glass window in the lower
portion and a lift-up top. It measures 11-1/2" tall x 10-1/2" wide x
10-1/2" deep.

ANTIQUE GENERAL STORE DISPLAY TIN396
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Handmade barn wood and galvanized metal wall shelf measures
27" tall x 20" wide x 7" deep. Appears to be in very good overall
condition.

HANDMADE BARNWOOD WALL SHELF397

Includes several pieces of porcelain china: tureens, creamer, dinner
plates, vase and more. Some pieces are missing parts and may
have rim chips or hairline cracks.

ASSORTED PORCELAIN CHINA398

Includes several pieces of porcelain china: teacups, soup tureen,
dinner/salad-bread plates, matching Asian bud vases, and more.
Some pieces are missing parts and may have rim chips or hairline
cracks.

ASSORTED PORCELAIN CHINA399

Includes a pair of triple candlestick holders, three sets of open
sugar bowls with matching creamers, a compote, and more. The
sugar & creamers measure approximately 3" tall. Appears to be in
good overall condition.

ASSORTED CRYSTAL SUGAR BOWLS, CREAMERS &
MORE

400

Five ceramic teapots and a set of four flower cups. Includes two
hotel bellhops, a large butler teapot, individual size maid teapot,
and a daffodil teapot with a butterfly on the lid. Pieces appear to be
in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE FIGURAL TEAPOTS & MUGS401

Includes parts of an antique Victorian era Edward Imeson Horsman
baby doll, some clothing and many pairs of antique children's
shoes. The doll is broken in multiple places.

ANTIQUE HORSMAN BABY DOLL & MORE402

18 vintage books for small children including Winnie the Pooh,
Three Little Pigs, and several Little Golden Books.

ASSORTED VINTAGE CHILDREN'S BOOKS403
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